About the Kakatiya University

The erstwhile Post Graduate Centre of Osmania University Hyderabad was upgraded and named Kakatiya University, which was established on the year 1976 to fulfill the aspirations of the Telangana people for higher education. The founding of the University was in fact a historic event that heralded a new era in the realms of higher education of this region.

The university was initially accredited with B+ grade by the NAAC in the year 2002 and reaccredited with A grade and now reaccredited with A grade (CGPA 3.36) Kakatiya University crossed the milestone of 45 years and poised to achieve greater academic excellence with dedication and commitment in the years to come.

About the Department

The Department of Education has been established in Kakatiya University Warangal as a part of the VI plan period expansion programme in the year 1984. This is the oldest college in the Telangana state after Osmania University to run teacher education courses. It is the only college which monitors and extends affiliation to 46 B.Ed colleges under Kakatiya University Jurisdiction. The department of education has been upgraded into Institute of Advanced Studies in Education (IASE) in 1996. Accordingly IAISE building was constructed with all amenities. At present University College of Education have two units for B.Ed course (100 intake) and M.Ed course with an intake of 50 students A part from these courses, M.Phil and P.hD programmes are also offered.

How to Reach us

The city of Warangal is well connected by rail and road. It is 148 kms east to Hyderabad. The University campus stands at a distance of about 10 kms from both railway stations of Kazipet and Warangal. The city Central Bus Station stands at a distance of 4 kms from the campus.
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About the National seminar

After a gap of three decades, MHRD, Govt of India initiated massive consultations with the cross Section of the society to formulate a National Education Policy-2019, which envision India centered Education system to transform our nation into sustainable, equitable and vibrant knowledge society. After compiling the view point emanated with respect to all aspects of education at different levels of education were consolidated and presented in the form of draft NEP and placed before the nation for wider consultation. Often it is heard from the senior academicians and the educational administrators that after independence this draft document attracted the attention of many and discussed threadbare. The suggestions received from across the nations were taken into consideration and MHRD finalized the National Education Policy -2019 and the same was being placed before different bodies and after obtaining their consciences the policy document will be a ‘beacon light’ for all our policy initiative in Education for the years to come. In view of importance of Education and its practices in National building and achieving economic sustainability the faculty of Education decided to organize a Two Day National Seminar on National Education Policy-2019 - Prospect & Retrospect.

It is earnestly requested the active participation of academicians more particularly teacher Educators to take active part and contribute their academic wisdom in the form of a paper which will go a long way in facilitating the policy makers in formulating the plans and strategies for achieving intended goals of the proposed National Education Policy-2019.

Objectives of the seminar

♦ To acquaint with the salient features of NEP-2019.
♦ To understand how the NEP-2019 depart from the present to the future.
♦ To identify the role of different stake holders in realizing the expectations of NEP-2019 to address the challenges of 21st century.

Sub-themes
♦ School Education
♦ Early Childhood Care and Education
♦ Reintegrating Dropouts and Ensuring Universal Access to Education
♦ Curriculum and Pedagogy in Schools
♦ Empowered Governance and effective leadership in higher education.
♦ Teacher Education
♦ Technology in Education
♦ Equitable and Inclusive education and teacher preparation
♦ Quality concerns in Education.
♦ Technology Integration and challenges of 21st century.

Call for Papers

The official language of the seminar is English. The seminar will have both invited and contributed papers. Papers are invited for the Seminar focusing on any of its Themes from the academicians, researchers and students from leading institutions, research organizations, non-government organizations

Procedure for Submission of Abstracts / Papers

Papers presenters must send an abstract of the paper not exceeding 250 words. Abstracts and papers should be typed in MS-Word with Times New Roman font, 12 size and 1.5 line spacing. The full length papers must not exceed 2500 words. The full length papers in hard and soft copies may be sent to the following address:

chairpersonbosuoc@gmail.com
(or) repudivijayalatha@gmail.com

Publication:

The papers received for presentation will be screened by a scrutinizing Committee constituted by the organizers. The selected papers shall be presented in different sessions of the seminar. The presenters shall be asked to resubmit / improve the papers in the light of the discussion that takes place in the seminar. All such papers shall be reviewed by the Editorial Committee and will be published in the form of a book with ISBN Number

Important Dates

Last date for submission of Abstract - 30th November, 2019
Last date for submission of full length paper - 2nd December, 2019

Accommodation

Accommodation and Hospitality will be provided by the organizers however participants are requested to make their own travel arrangements.

Registration Fee

An amount of Rs. 500/- will be collected from the participant towards registration fee which includes seminar kit, lunch & snacks

The Historical city of Warangal

Warangal is largest city of state Telangana, Located at a distance of 148 kms from the state capital of Telangana. it has so far creditably passed through from pre-historic times to the present days. It is a historical city that was earlier known as ‘Orugallu’ or ‘E’kashila Nagaram’. This region has provided a strong base foundation of Satavahana and Chalukya emperors and was ruled by Kakatiya kings during 1001-1323 AD. During this period the region was acknowledged as center for cultural development, learning. Art and Architecture made a significant progress. The real beauty of temples located in this area discover the age of old capital of Kakatiya Kingdom. The rich culture and heritage is still maintained till today.

The historical monuments of this region with excellent architectural styles have been attracting a wide variety of people from various parts of the world. It is an important cultural center like, ‘Rajamahendravaram’, which gave birth to ‘Adakavi Nannaya’, it could claim equal status as the great poet ‘Pothana’ the author of ‘Srimad Bhagavatam’, one of the finest creations in Classical Telugu, born in this place. The city was mute witness to rise and fall of many Kingdoms with a rich historic past.

The twin cities of Warangal and Hanamkonda are known tourist places with various site seeing places like Warangal Fort, Temple Hill of Bhadrakali, the vast and dense forests of Eturnagaram and Pakala Lakes, Bogatha waterfalls, Enchanting Gardens, Wide roads with historical structures, Animal Sanctuaries, Zoological Park, Science Museums, Planetarium etc.